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Initial setup
The 4xCCU MASTER Controller is shipped with the following settings Serial Number: this is a 6 digit number starting with 41. It is unique to your device and can be used for technical
support and device identification. The Serial Number cannot be changed.
Local IP address: this is set at 192.168.2.123. If you are not going to change this, ensure you have no other device on
your network with the same IP address.
ATEM IP address: this is set at 192.168.2.240. This is where the 4xCCU MASTER Controller will look for an ATEM to
connect to. The unit will continue to try and connect while displaying the startup page.
Videohub IP: this is set at 193.168.2.121. This is where the 4xCCU MASTER Controller will look for a VIDEOHUB to
connect to. If the 1st number is not the same as the 1st number of the Local IP it will not look for a Videohub. This will
speed up initial connection as large Videohub’s can take up to 20 seconds to connect due to the data required.
SmartScope IP: this is set at 192.168.2.242. This is where the 4xCCU MASTER Controller will look for a SmartScope to
connect to. If the 1st number is not the same as the 1st number of the Local IP it will not look for a SmartScope.
SmartScope files are very small so they do not put a hit on startup performance.
Multiview 4 IP: this is set at 255. 255. 255. 255. This is where the 4xCCU MASTER Controller will look for a Multiview
4 to connect to. If the 1st number is not the same as the 1st number of the Local IP it will not look for a Multiview 4.
Multiview 4 files are very small so they do not put a hit on startup performance.
Teranex IP: this is set at 255. 255. 255. 255. This is where the 4xCCU MASTER Controller will look for a Teranex to
connect to. If the 1st number is not the same as the 1st number of the Local IP it will not look for a Teranex.
Teranex files are very small so they do not put a hit on startup performance.
LED Values: Tally = 128, Status = 10. The Tally LEDs are the multicolored LEDs at the base of the IRIS/PED paddles.
The Status LEDs are the 3 LEDs on the raised section coloured RED, BLUE and YELLOW. This sets their initial intensity.
ATEM Source: CCU A = input 2, CCU B = input 3, CCU C = input 4, CCU D = input 5. These can be set to any available
external ATEM input.
DEFAULT Source: CCU A, CCU B, CCU C and CCU D = ME1 PGM. These can be set to any available ATEM input.
Router Source: CCU A = input 2, CCU B = input 3, CCU C = input 4, CCU D = input 5. These can be set to any available
VIDEOHUB/Multiview 4 input. *Multiview 4 not available up to v104a.
Router Type: ATEM AUX 1. If you have an ATEM that does not have an Aux buss this will show as ‘NO ROUTER’. The
router type also allows you to select a VIDEOHUB or MULTIVIEW 4.

The above settings are what were used for QC prior to shipment of your device.
Please note To perform a software reset hold down the JOYSTICK and press the WHITE PAINT knob and the YELLOW ADJUST
knobs all at the same time.
To perform a hardware reset push in the rear panel between the USB connector and the Power in connector.

When applying initial power, the system will boot up with various messages and an ID screen will eventually display
the following –

If the SDcard displays a failure, power cycle the unit. If it continues to fail, remove the SDcard and gently clean the
gold contacts, then reinsert it.
The unit will still operate with a failed SD card but with limited access to certain functions.
The start up screen will remain so that initial settings can be made without actually having an ATEM connected.

Once the ATEM model type is displayed you are ready to go.
To enter the HOME PAGE after startup press any of the 4 PREVIEW BUTTONS.

The HOME PAGE is designed to have the mostly used ancillary controls easily available.

Making System Setting Changes

4xCCU
MASTER
Touch the RED text CONTROLLER

at the top of the screen to enter the SETUP MODE –

There may be slight changes to the Setup Screen, but the basic items will be the same.
Configuring IP Addresses

Touch the

button to enter SYSTEM MODE -

There may be slight changes to the System screen but the basic items will be the same.
The page used for setting the system IP addresses are the same for all devices.

Touch the

to set the ATEM IP address -

The same technique to set the ATEM IP address is used for all other IP address settings. The following is a description
of the available options –

This indicates the device that is selected for IP settings.

This is the currently selected device IP address. Each box can be individually adjusted.

This restores any changes made back to the original IP.

This uses the 1st three IP values from the ATEM IP value. It allows for just setting the 4th IP digit.

To change an IP setting touch the required number

turn on to indicate the YELLOW knob
Rotate

to decrease the value x1. Rotate

and the Yellow LED will

is now active.
to increase the value x1. Push and rotate

x10. Push and rotate

to increase the value x10.

Press another

to select and adjust. Press a

Setting IP addresses using presets.

and it will display

to deselect it.

to decrease the value

Each IP setting has 5 presets available for loading from
or saving to. These are single value presets for use in
any of the 4 IP boxes but are generally used in the 4th
box as these are the values that are altered the most.
To load or save an IP value touch the required number
and it will display

as being

selected.
Press any of the 5 boxes on the right side of the display
to LOAD its value, or press SHIFT and the required box
to SAVE the selected number.

To enter the new IP address into non-volatile memory and exit the IP set mode press
at the top and it will return to the Setup mode.

Configuring ALL Sources
The same technique to set the ATEM source is used for all other source settings.
They are used with the following buttons –

Configuring ATEM Source
The ATEM Sources available are only the EXTERNAL inputs available on the currently connected ATEM.

Press the

button –

The Source window displays the ATEM sources allocated to each of the 4 CCU positions identified as CCA A, CCU B,
CCU C and CCU D.
Each of these 4 positions are linked into their respective coloured TOP ROW knobs.

CCU A is controlled with the RED knob, CCU B is controlled with the GREEN knob, CCU C is controlled with the BLUE
knob and CCU D is controlled with the WHITE knob.
Rotate each knob

to step x1 forward or

PRESS and rotate each knob

to step x1 backward thru all the available sources.

to step x10 forward or

to step x10 backward thru all the available sources.

As each new SOURCE is selected it switches it onto the selected Router so you can confirm you have the correct
source.
Touch

to step back or

to step forward.

Touch the next source name below
above. Then you can increment/decrement the source accordingly.

to automatically select the same source as

To save and exit the ATEM Source setup press the top of the screen

The display will return to the setup page.

Configuring DEFAULT Source
The DEFAULT Sources available are ALL the inputs available on the currently connected ATEM.

Press the

button.

Use the same technique as above with the

description.

Configuring ROUTER Source
The ROUTER Sources available are ALL the inputs available on the currently connected VIDEOHUB or MULTIVIEWER 4.
If the ROUTER TYPE is set as an ATEM AUX buss these will be automatically selected when setting the ATEM Source,
but can be altered here if the source is different.

Press the

button.

Use the same technique as above with the

description.

Configuring Button Mode
The Button Mode is the method used to display each of the 4 cameras on the selected Router using the PREVIEW
BUTTONS.
Each camera can have a selection of TOGGLE or LATCH.
TOGGLE provides a push to preview and a release to return to the DEFAULT source.
LATCH provides a push to preview and a release will remain on the same source.
In TOGGLE mode a DOUBLE CLICK on a preview button will bypass the return to DEFAULT source and remain on the
selected camera source.
In LATCH mode a DOUBLE CLICK on a preview button will select the DEFAULT source allocated to the CCU position.

Press the

button.

The Button mode window displays the TOGGLE/LATCH allocated to each of the 4 CCU positions identified as CCA A,
CCU B, CCU C and CCU D.
Each of these 4 positions are linked into their respective coloured TOP ROW knobs.

CCU A is controlled with the RED knob, CCU B is controlled with the GREEN knob, CCU C is controlled with the BLUE
knob and CCU D is controlled with the WHITE knob.
Rotate each knob

to step x1 forward or

to step x1 backward thru TOGGLE or LATCH.

Touch

to step back or

to step forward.

Touch the next TOGGLE/LATCH below
to automatically select the
same TOGGLE/LATCH as above. Then you can increment/decrement the TOGGLE/LATCH accordingly.
To save and exit the TOGGLE/LATCH setup press the top of the screen

The display will return to the setup page.

Configuring Router Type
The Router Type is the device used to view each camera while making adjustments. Each camera to adjust is selected
using the PREVIEW BUTTONS on the IRIS/PED paddles.
There are 3 Router types available: an ATEM Aux buss, a Videohub or a Multiview 4. *Multiview 4 not available up to
v104a. (Only ATEM aux buss and VIDEOHUB are available)

Press the

button.

To change the Router type touch the router name

and it will display

and the Yellow LED will turn on to indicate the YELLOW knob
active.

is now

Rotate

to step back thru the Router options and Rotate

When fully
As you rotate

to step forward thru the Router options.

the display will show

which indicates no router selected.

it will first cycle thru the available ATEM aux busses as indicated in the OUTPUT box below the

Router type

.

It will then increment thru to the available VIDEOHUB destinations

.

To save and exit the Router setup press the top of the screen

The display will return to the setup page.

Configuring LED Values

There are 2 adjustments for LED intensities to set for operational environments: Tally brightness and button
indicators. The tallies are contained inside the IRIS/PED paddles.

The button indicators are for the SHIFT and ALT buttons on the panel left and the ADJUST indicator on the panel
right.

SHIFT ALT

Press the

ADJUST

button.

Press the

button.

The top SLIDER displays the brightness numerical value on the right and its graphical position across the middle.
The bottom SLIDER displays the LEDs numerical value on the right and its graphical position across the middle.
The tally lights will cycle between RED, GREEN and BLUE at the selected brightness and the button indicators will
turn on at their selected brightness.
Touch the Tally NUMERICAL VALUE and rotate the YELLOW knob to increase or decrease the tally brightness.
Touch the LEDs NUMERICAL VALUE and rotate the YELLOW knob to increase or decrease the button indicator
brightness.
To save and exit the LED values setup press the top of the screen

The display will return to the system page.

Other setup items will be detailed when they are implemented.

After all changes are made press
restart with all the new changes in place.

This is a friendly Australian Koala bidding you farewell.

The 4xCCU Master Controller will restart with the ID screen -

and the system will

Basic Operation
To enter the HOME PAGE after startup press any of the four PREVIEW BUTTONS.

The TOP of the screen displays the currently selected SOURCE NAME as set by the ATEM.

Camera 1

the source is not selected on either the PROGRAM

When the background is
or PREVIEW rows of the ATEM.

Camera 1

When the background is
SmartScope is connected it will also display a RED border.

the source is selected on the PROGRAM row. If a

Camera 1

When the background is
the source is selected on the PREVIEW row. If a
SmartScope is connected it will also display a GREEN border (RED takes precedence over GREEN on the SmartScope).
To increase the currently selected camera GAIN press the GAIN BUTTON. To decrease the currently selected camera
GAIN, HOLD down the SHIFT and press the GAIN BUTTON.

*Note – not all gain values have effect due to differences in camera capabilities, but the changes will be seen on the
ATEM SOFTWARE CONTROL PANEL.
To increase the currently selected camera SHUTTER press the SHUTTER BUTTON. To decrease the currently selected
camera SHUTTER, HOLD down the SHIFT and press the SHUTTER BUTTON.

To increase the currently selected camera KELVIN press the KELVIN BUTTON. To decrease the currently selected
camera KELVIN, HOLD down the SHIFT and press the KELVIN BUTTON.

The LEFT SIDE of the display indicates the current PED graphical position with a BLACK marker.

Next to the PED graphical position is its numerical value
positive and RED when in negative.

which displays in GREEN when the pedestal is in

The selected cameras detail value can be determined and set by pressing DETAIL.

The RED bar indicates the four detail settings with DETAIL OFF shown as

MEDIUM DETAIL shown as
and HIGH DETAIL shown as
Press the DETAIL to step thru the 4 different settings.

, DEFAULT DETAIL shown as

.

The selected cameras COLORBARS can be turned ON and OFF by pressing bars (on selected cameras).

To view and change the PTZ settings press PTZ Focus/Zoom.

See PTZ settings below.

To view and change the PRIMARY COLOR CORRECTION settings press Prim Color Corr.

See Primary Color Correction settings below.

To view and change the SYSTEM setup settings press SYSTEM setup.

See System settings above.
To load and save SCENE STORE settings press SCENE STORE.

,

See Scene Storebelow.

The RIGHT SIDE of the display indicates the current IRIS graphical position with a WHITE marker. On the right of that
is the IRIS RANGE display shown in RED and BLUE.

On the left of the IRIS graphical position is the IRIS numerical value

changes to the RANGE VALUE when adjusting range

displayed as an estimated F STOP. This

.

To change the RANGE value HOLD DOWN the YELLOW knob and ROTATE.
*Note: When the selected cameras Iris range is less than full you can reposition the Iris paddle location by holding
down SHIFT while adjusting the Iris paddle. This has the effect of stopping Iris changes while readjusting the Iris
paddle position.

*** The following will be described in more detail when the Users Guide is released. Some functionality may change
during the development phase. ***

PREVIEW BUTTONS
Press iris/ped preview buttons 1 to 4 to SELECT pre-defined ATEM SOURCE.
Release iris/ped buttons to SELECT to a pre-defined DEFAULT ATEM SOURCE if set to toggle.
Press an iris/ped button while holding down another and it will SELECT the last button pressed.
Release the second iris/ped button and it will SELECT the first iris/ped button selected.
Press iris/ped buttons 1 to 4 to SELECT a pre-defined ATEM SOURCE and RELEASE while holding down the SHIFT will
BYPASS TOGGLE to the DEFAULT ATEM SOURCE.
When in TOGGLE MODE – DOUBLE CLICK iris/ped Preview button to STOP reverting to DEFAULT ATEM SOURCE.
When in LATCH MODE - DOUBLE CLICK iris/ped Preview button to SELECT DEFAULT ATEM SOURCE.

PAINT KNOBS
These are always on line for adjustment.
Rotate top row R, G, B, Y knobs to FINE alter the colour GAIN of the last selected camera.
Rotate and HOLD top row R, G, B, Y knobs to COARSE alter the colour GAIN of the last selected camera.
Rotate bottom row R, G, B knobs to FINE alter the colour LIFT of the last selected camera.
Rotate and HOLD bottom row R, G, B knobs to COARSE alter the colour LIFT of the last selected camera.
Hold down SHIFT and rotate top row R, G, B, Y knobs to FINE alter the colour GAMMA of the last selected camera.
Hold down SHIFT and rotate and HOLD top row R, G, B, Y knobs to COARSE alter the colour GAMMA of the last
selected camera.

Hold down a Preview button and the JOYSTICK and press top row R, G, B, Y knobs to RESET individual GAIN values.
Hold down SHIFT and HOLD down a Preview button and the JOYSTICK and press top row R, G, B, Y knobs to RESET
individual GAMMA values.
Hold down a Preview button and the JOYSTICK and press bottom row R, G, B knobs to RESET individual LIFT values.
Hold down a Preview button and the JOYSTICK and press bottom row Y knob to RESET ALL selected cameras GAIN,
GAMMA and LIFT values.

IRIS CONTROL
These are always on line for adjustment.
Push each individual IRIS PADDLE FORWARD to INCREASE the IRIS of the camera.
Push each individual IRIS PADDLE BACKWARD to DECREASE the IRIS of the camera.
HOLD down the SHIFT button to DISABLE IRIS control. This allows setting the RANGE position of the IRIS PADDLE.
HOLD down the YELLOW knob and ROTATE to change the RANGE of the IRIS PADDLE. This determines the area the
full IRIS MOVEMENT will have on the cameras exposure.

PED CONTROL
These are always on line for adjustment.
The PED knobs are normally in FINE MODE and will do a fine adjustment around the current PED position.
To set a different RANGE for the PED to operate in, HOLD down the SHIFT and reposition the PED knob.

PRIMARY COLOUR CORRECTOR CONTROL (available from ‘Prim Color Corr’ page)
TOUCH Cont, Sat, Hue and YRGB to select for adjustment using the YELLOW knob.
ROTATE the YELLOW knob to increase or decrease the selected value.
ROTATE and HOLD the YELLOW knob to increase or decrease the selected value by a coarser value (x10).
PRESS a Preview button while holding down the JOYSTICK and press R, G, B, Y knob to RESET the individual values.
PRESS a Preview button while holding down the YELLOW knob and press SHIFT to RESET the selected adjustment.

SMARTSCOPE INTERFACE
The SmartScope page can only be selected if it is allocated and communicating.
Use the Smartscope setup to make adjustments.
TOUCH the displays top right corner to switch between the A side and the B side of the SMARTSCOPE.
Hold down SHIFT and TOUCH the top right corner to reset Brightness, Contrast and Saturation to default (0).
TOUCH the YELLOW box to step to the next display type for the selected side. Hold SHIFT and TOUCH the YELLOW
box to step back to the previous display type for the selected side.
TOUCH the DISPLAY BUTTON to use the YELLOW ADJUSTER knob. The DISPLAY BUTTON turns WHITE and the
adjuster LED will turn on.
ROTATE to set the various display types.
TOUCH the GREEN box to step to the next Audio channels for the selected side. Hold SHIFT and TOUCH the GREEN
box to step back to the previous Audio channels for the selected side.
TOUCH the AUDIO BUTTON to use the YELLOW ADJUSTER knob. The DISPLAY BUTTON turns WHITE and the
adjuster LED will turn on.
ROTATE to set the various Audio channels.
DRAG the BRIGHTNESS SLIDER to INCREASE or DECREASE the BRIGHTNESS for the selected side. *NYI
TOUCH the BRIGHTNESS numerical value to use the YELLOW ADJUSTER knob. The BRIGHTNESS value turns WHITE
and the adjuster LED will turn on.

ROTATE to INCREASE or DECREASE the BRIGHTNESS for the selected side.
DRAG the CONTRAST SLIDER to INCREASE or DECREASE the CONTRAST for the selected side. *NYI
TOUCH the CONTRAST numerical value to use the YELLOW ADJUSTER knob. The CONTRAST value turns WHITE and
the adjuster LED will turn on.
ROTATE to INCREASE or DECREASE the CONTRAST for the selected side.
DRAG the SATURATION SLIDER to INCREASE or DECREASE the SATURATION for the selected side. *NYI
TOUCH the SATURATION numerical value to use the YELLOW ADJUSTER knob. The SATURATION value turns WHITE
and the adjuster LED will turn on.
ROTATE to INCREASE or DECREASE the SATURATION for the selected side.

MULTIVIEW 4 INTERFACE
The Multiview page can only be selected if it is allocated and communicating.
When the Multiview page is selected the very top of the screen shows the MODEL NAME and below that is the
DEVICE LABEL.
Hold SHIFT + Top of Screen to change the DEVICE LABEL of the Multiview 4. This enters the TEXT ENTRY mode.
TOUCH the Output label to engage the YELLOW adjuster knob and rotate to select any of the 4 available OUTPUT
values. These are 1080i50, 1080i5994, 2160p25 and 2160p2997.
TOUCH the YELLOW box to step to the next available OUTPUT value. This will rotate back to the first when at the
last. Hold SHIFT and TOUCH the YELLOW box to step to the previous available OUTPUT value.
TOUCH the Video label to engage the YELLOW adjuster knob and rotate to select any of the 4 input sources or 4 way
split to go to the output.
TOUCH the BLUE box to step to the next available VIDEO input. This will rotate back to input 1 when at 4 way split.
Hold SHIFT and TOUCH the BLUE box to step to the previous available VIDEO input.
If AFV is enabled the Audio source will also change to the same input as the Video Source. If the 4 way split is
selected the audio source will not change from the last selected.
TOUCH the Audio label to engage the YELLOW adjuster knob and rotate to select any of the 4 input sources audio to
go to the output.
TOUCH the GREEN box to step to the next available AUDIO input. This will rotate back to input 1 when at input 4.
Hold SHIFT and TOUCH the GREEN box to step to the previous available AUDIO input.
If AFV is enabled the Video source will also change to the same input as the Audio Source.
PRESS Border to toggle on or off the output BORDER.
PRESS Labels to toggle on or off the output LABELS.
PRESS Meters to toggle on or off the output AUDIO METERS.
PRESS Tally to toggle on or off the output TALLY.
PRESS Wide to toggle on or off the 16:9 or 4:3 aspect of the SD input.
PRESS AFV to toggle on or off the Video and audio AFV (Audio follow video).
Press the top of the screen to return to SETUP MODE.

VIDEOHUB INTERFACE
The Videohub page can only be selected if it is allocated and communicating.
The VIDEOHUB CONTROL is designed to PRESELECT and then change all selections at once.
You can either change a single Destinations Source and press TAKE or you can change any number of Destinations
Sources and press TAKE and they all will change.
The more sources that are to be changed can affect the time it will complete all the changes. But this can be useful
when the need to change a venues’ screens or monitor walls all at once.

To make changes to the connected VIDEOHUB:
Select required DESTINATION by rotating YELLOW knob (use SHIFT for x10).
Press the yellow knob to go to SOURCE and rotate to change. The 'adjust' led turns on.
Press TAKE to send all the changes to Videohub and clear 'change' flag. This exits the source change mode. The
'adjust' led turns off.
Press the yellow knob to exit source change mode. The 'adjust' led turns off.
Press TAKE to send all changes to Videohub at once then it clears the 'change' flags.
Press REVERT to restore current DESTINATION’s SOURCE selection.
Press NEXT to find the next DESTINATION that is scheduled to change.
Press PAGE to scroll down 10 destinations.
When using a Blackmagic Workgroup Videohub you can also change the graphic source feeding the Frame Store.
Select the Frame Store in the DESTINATION. Press the SHIFT and the Frame Stores Source will change from
displaying its VIDEO INPUT to the current GRAPHIC SOURCE. Rotate the yellow knob to select the required graphic
then release the SHIFT button. The graphic source will only change after the SHIFT is release.

ATEM AUX INTERFACE
The display shows ALL available AUX BUSS Destinations and Sources (if only 1 AUX buss it will only show 1 line)
Select required DESTINATION by rotating YELLOW knob or TOUCH required destination.
Press YELLOW knob to go to SOURCE and rotate to change the source. The 'adjust' led turns on. Hold down SHIFT to
allow immediate source change.
Press TAKE to send change to Videohub and clear 'change' flag. This exits the source change mode. The 'adjust' led
turns off.
Press YELLOW knob to exit source change mode. The 'adjust' led turns off.
Press REVERT to restore current destination selection.
TOUCH SOURCE to IMMEDIATELY step UP 1 source or HOLD SHIFT to IMMEDIATELY step DOWN 1 source.

PTZ Control
These are always on line for adjustment.
Displays the selected cameras PAN (x) and TILT (y).
The PTZ window displays the X and Y axis centre points and positions.
Press LOCK X to allow Y only and press LOCK Y to allow X only.
Press PAN to reverse PAN direction.
Press TILT to reverse TILT direction.
Press Cal X to set X position to centre marker.
Press Cal Y to set Y position to centre marker.
Press SENS to use the Adjuster (Yellow knob) to change display sensitivity.
To change between PTZ and LENS mode press the BLUE BUTTON (PTZ ALT). Blue LED OFF = PTZ mode, Blue LED ON =
LENS mode.
In PTZ mode move joystick left or right will PAN the PTZ (hold down Joystick knob for coarser range).
In PTZ mode move joystick up or down will TILT the PTZ (hold down Joystick knob for coarser range).
In LENS mode move joystick left or right will FOCUS the PTZ (hold down Joystick knob for coarser range).
In LENS mode move joystick up or down will ZOOM the PTZ (hold down Joystick knob for coarser range).
In LENS mode press SHIFT to perform AUTO FOCUS.

SCENE STORE
The Scene Store allows you to save all the parameters for all 4 CCU positions into 6 selectable registers. These group
of 6 Scene Store files can then be loaded or saved to disc files on the built in MicroSD card.
To enter the Scene Store press SCENE STORE on the HOME page. The Scene Store page will open.
To SAVE the current 4 CCU position parameters, select one of the 6 black boxes on the left. The box will turn WHITE.
Press SAVE. ALL CCU positions and parameters are saved into the selected Scene Store box regardless of whether
you needed them all or not. It’s on LOAD that the desired parameters are selected, so saving ALL gives you the ability
to recall everything as selected.
To CHANGE the NAME of a Scene Store box hold down SHIFT and select the desired Scene Store box. This will open
the TEXT ENTRY page where you can enter up to 16 characters to describe the scene file for later reference. This
entered name can also be instantly displayed when using the LOAD/SAVE to file feature.
At the top left of the Scene Store page there are 4 WHITE BOXES which indicate the DESTINATION for any recalled
Scene Store registers. The letters inside these 4 boxes indicate the SOURCE from a previously saved Scene Store
register. From here you can load ANY CCU position from a previously saved Scene Store register into any CCU
position, or load any group of previously saved Scene Store registers into any CCU positions.
The destination selections are the 4 boxes in the top left corner.
They represent CCU positions A, B, C, and D from left to right

DESTINATIONS:
CCU CCU CCU CCU
A B
C
D
SOURCES:

ABCD

The sources selections are entered into the 4 destination boxes
above. They can be duplicated as required.

Example 1: Recall all 4 saved CCU positions back into their respective locations:

ABCD

Saved CCU A is loaded into CCU A position, saved CCU B is loaded
into CCU B position, saved CCU C is loaded into CCU C position and
saved CCU D is loaded into CCU D position.

Example 2: Recall all 4 saved CCU positions back into their reverse locations:

d c ba

Saved CCU A is loaded into CCU D position, saved CCU B is loaded
into CCU C position, saved CCU C is loaded into CCU B position and
saved CCU D is loaded into CCU A position.

Example 3: Recall ONLY saved CCU A position back into CCU A:

a- - -

Saved CCU A is loaded into CCU A position.
CCU B, CCU C, and CCU D are unaltered.

Example 4: Recall ONLY saved CCU C position back into CCU C:

- - C-

Saved CCU c is loaded into CCU c position.
CCU a, CCU b, and CCU D are unaltered.

Example 5: Recall ONLY saved CCU A position into all 4 CCU positions:

aaaa

Saved CCU a is loaded into CCU a, CCU b, CCU c, and CCU D.

Example 6: Recall saved CCU D position into CCU A and saved CCU C position into CCU B:

dc- -

Saved CCU d is loaded into CCU a position. Saved CCU c is loaded
into CCU b position. CCU c and CCU D are unaltered.

Pressing any of the CCU paddle preview buttons will select its source to its matching from.
The right side of the Scene Store page displays each individual parameter available when LOAD is pressed. They are
displayed as BRIGHT RED boxes when selected and DULL RED boxes when not selected.
Press each box to toggle on or off and press ALL to toggle all on or off.
If you just need to load the paint values to a CCU position press ALL until all the selections turn DULL RED and then
press GAIN, GAMMA and LIFT individually until they turn BRIGHT RED. Then press LOAD.
To exit the Scene Store press the top right corner labelled SCENE STORE.

LOAD/SAVE PAGE
The Scene Store LOAD and SAVE page allow you to SAVE the current 6 Scene Store registers to the built in MicroSD
card and conversely LOAD the current 6 Scene Store registers from the built in MicroSD card. The system uses
conventional disc operations found on computer systems and are based on a maximum of 8 characters as the name
with a hidden extension of ‘.CCU’. When using multiple 4xCCU Master Controllers these saved files can be copied
over to all units for multiple use.
To enter the LOAD/SAVE page press SYSTEM SETUP and then press Load/Save.
When the Load/Save page opens the ORANGE text box displays the current file name selected. It is also used to
display warnings and alerts.
The 10 WHITE boxes display the file numbers and the 10 BLACK boxes show the Scene Store file names in
alphabetical order (in pages of 10) stored on the MicroSD card.
When the LOAD/SAVE page is initially started a directory is built as indicated by walking dashes in the ORANGE text
box.
Selecting a file name:
Rotating the YELLOW knob will step to each file name as indicated by a green background. The file names are
displayed in groups of 10 automatically refreshing as you scroll up and down.
Holding down the YELLOW knob while rotating will step every 10 file names as indicated by a green background and
will automatically change pages.
As each file name is displayed by the green background its name is displayed in the ORANGE text box.
Displaying Scene Store names:
Each Scene Store file has stored in it the 6 Scene Store names as set in the Scene Store page before saving.
Holding down the SHIFT button will display the 6 Scene Store names of the selected file.
Saving files:
Press SAVE to save the 6 current Scene Store memories to a file. This enters the TEXT ENTRY page and uses the
current file name as a default name. This can be altered as required while in the Text Entry page.

If the entered file name already exists a warning alert will display require overwrite or abort. The LOAD box will
display 'NO' and the SAVE box will display a RED 'YES'. When saved, the Load/Save page will rebuild the directory as
indicated by walking dashes in the ORANGE text box.
Loading files:
Press LOAD to load the selected file containing 6 Scene Store boxes into memory file. This LOAD does not change any
of the CCU parameters it only loads them into the Scene Store memory banks overwriting any previous values.
Click on any of the 10 file name boxes to immediately load the file.
Deleting files:
Press DELETE to delete the selected file. A warning alert will display requiring a DELETE confirmation. The LOAD box
will display 'NO' and the SAVE box will display a RED ' YES'. When deleted, the Load/Save page will rebuild the
directory as indicated by walking dashes in the ORANGE text box.
Renaming files:
Press RENAME to rename the selected file. This enters the TEXT ENTRY page and uses the current file name. When
renamed, the Load/Save page will rebuild the directory as indicated by walking dashes in the ORANGE text box.
Click on any of the 10 NUMBERED boxes to highlight the file and select it into the ORANGE text box.
HOLD the JOYSTICK down and press the YELLOW button to list ALL microSD card files on the terminal screen
HOLD ALT and press the TOP of the display to send all file names with Scene Store titles to the USB port for
displaying on a terminal for printing etc.
PRESS the TOP of the display to exit.

TEXT ENTRY PAGE
The Text Entry Page is used for setting name parameters including Scene Store registers, Multiview 4 labels and
sources, ATEM source names, Videohub source names etc.
When first entering the Text Page, the top of the screen displays the item needing a name. The BLACK box below
displays either blank or a previous entry that may need altering. There is also a flashing cursor to indicate where the
next text entry will be placed.
Below that is the main keyboard with all the required lower case text and numbers. If ALT is held down the keyboard
displays the alternate text. The text changes from lower case and the numbers change to symbols such as ! @ # $ %
_ & * ( ).
To set the cursor to the required position for entering text use the |> to move the cursor forward and <| to move
the cursor backward. To move the cursor to the END of the current text, HOLD SHIFT and press |>. To move the
cursor to the BEGINNING of the current text, HOLD SHIFT and press <|.
To insert text into an existing name toggle INSERT until it displays RED and to overwrite text into an existing name
toggle INSERT until it displays BLACK.
To delete the current text press BACK SPACE. To delete ALL the test press SHIFT + BACK SPACE.
To return to the original text entry and remove all changes press REVERT.
To enter a previously saved word press WORD. This will open a box displaying all the previously saved words in
alphabetical order. Use the YELLOW knob to scroll up and down the required word. W The selected word will be
placed at the current cursor position, and overwrite the last word if INSERT is BLACK and insert if INSERT is RED.
To SAVE the word above the cursor press SHIFT + WORD. The saved word will be inserted into the word file in
alphabetical order.

To exit the Text Entry Page and abort all changes press the TOP of the page. To exit the Text Entry Page and save the
text entry press ENT.

UPDATING THE TOUCHSCREEN
From time to time software updates require additional graphics and text to be added to the built in display.
The 4xCCU MASTER Controller uses a programmable Nextion 2.4” touchscreen display. This can be updated using
either the small slot on top of the controller or using the Master MicroSD card slot on the rear of the unit.

- To update the display using the small slot on top of the unit use a MicroSD card with the supplied "4CCUmain.tft"
copied on to it as the ONLY ‘.tft’ type file.
With the power removed, carefully insert the MicroSD card into the slot with the label side facing away from the
unit. It will only go in one way and if you incorrectly force it in it WILL damage the unit.
Once inserted it should click into place and you can then power up the unit. The display will show all white with text
showing the current state of the update (the text may display sideways).

The information will be different from what is seen above but it all indicates things are happening. The upload may
take about a minute and will finish by displaying –

Update successed! New use of the English language but they are not my words; talk to the Koreans, or whatever!
After you get the ‘successed’ notification remove power from the unit and then gently push the microSD card and
eject it from the slot.
You can now apply power and it should boot up correctly with all the new display settings in place.
If you used the microSD card that was provided with the 4xCCU Master Controller you will need to delete the
"4CCUmain.tft" file from it as it will invoke the display update method explained next.

- To update the display using the microSD slot on the rear of the unit turn the power off and remove the microSD
card by gently pushing on it, to have it spring out. Be careful as these springs are super powered and could send it
flying across the room! Copy the "4CCUmain.tft" (update supplied via email) file on to the microSD card and insert it
back into the microSD slot.
Apply power to the unit and it should start booting up as per normal. The unit will eventually detect the file and
display "press SHIFT to update display" –

Press the RED SHIFT BUTTON
to continue with the update or the BLUE ALT BUTTON
to bypass the update.
If the update is bypassed the message "Display NOT updated" will appear and the unit will continue to start up as
normal.
If the SHIFT is pressed the message "Updating display data" will appear and then the message "connect" will
indicate update is connecting. The display will show the update progress as shown above and subsequently no more
user messages can be displayed during the update process. If you need to monitor the update progress then you can
connect a serial terminal to the USB port PRIOR to the update starting. (Set the serial port baud rate to 115200). The
upload may take up to 3 minutes.
After you get the ‘successed’ notification, remove power from the unit and restart. During the update process the
unit automatically deleted the file from the microSD card, so there is no need to do it manually as we did in the
previous method.
Also please note that a SD card to microSD card adaptor was supplied with the 4xCCU Master Controller to allow
you to copy the "4CCUmain.tft" from the email attachment onto the microSD card.

Updating the firmware
Please note that any reference below to the ‘UNIT’ refers to the Arduino Controller.

For performing software updates the unit needs to be connected to a Mac or PC using its USB
connector.
Some drivers will need to be installed and finally upload with the required 'HEX' file as needed
See “BazController models and controller types” at the end of this document.
Installing drivers WINDOWS
You will need to go to http://bazcontrollers.com/utilities/ and download the 'drivers' folder
to your desktop
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

POWER UP THE UNIT
Plug the UNIT into the PC using the supplied USB cable.
Click on the Start Menu, and open up the Control Panel.
Open the Device Manager.
Go to ‘Other devices'
For Arduino Mega 2560 devices look for 'Arduino Mega 2560’
For Arduino Uno devices look for Arduino UNO
If it does not appear in ‘other devices then go to ‘Ports (COM & LPT)’ .
6. Right click on the ‘required file’ and choose "Update Driver Software"
7. Select the "Browse my computer for Driver software”
8. Navigate to your desktop and select the ‘driver’ folder (as downloaded above)
9. press OK
10. press ‘Next’
11. If the 'Windows Security' warning appears select 'Install this driver software
anyway'
12. the driver will install and then display Success
13. Press Close

In the Device manager the Unit will show up in ‘Ports (COM & LPT)’ as Arduino Mega 2560
(COM[port]) or Arduino Uno (or USB-SERIAL CH340).

Installing drivers for MAC OSX
No drivers are needed to be loaded for MAC OSX. To confirm the UNIT is recognized
by the MAC –
1. Select ‘System Preferences’
2. Select ‘Network’
3a. The ‘Arduino Mega 2560’ has been identified as a ‘Modem’
3b. The ‘Arduino Uno’ has been identified as a ‘Modem’

Determining the COM port allocated to the UNIT in Windows.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Windows ‘Control Panel’
Select ‘Device Manager’
Select ‘Ports (COM & LPT)’
Note the COM port allocated to the Arduino Mega 2560 or Arduino Uno (eg. com 27).

For doing diagnostics –

Setting up the ‘Serial Terminal’ using ‘PuTTY’ - PC
You will need to go to http://bazcontrollers.com/utilities/ and download 'PuTTy'
to your desktop
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

run ‘PuTTY.exe’
After ‘PuTTY’ starts Select ‘serial’
Enter the required ‘serial port’
Enter the speed of 115200
Press ‘Open’

This will open the terminal window and restart the UNIT.

Setting up the ‘Serial Terminal’ using ‘Terminal’ FOR MAC TELNET USE
1. open Terminal
2. select 'Shell'
3. select 'New Remote Connection'
4. select 'remote login' (TELNET)
{for 1st time only select '+' on 'server' (right side) type ip address of the
Unit eg 192.168.2.231 )
5. select required connection from 'server' (right side)
6. select 'connect' (wait for connection acknowledgement from UNIT. may take up to 1
min)
7. once connected press '^]' (control right square bracket) and the screen displays "telnet>"
8. type 'mode char' - this allows single character transmissions to the UNIT.

Updating software - PC
You will need to go to http://bazcontrollers.com/utilities/ and download the 'xloader' folder to your
desktop.
'XLoader' is an application that can upload any software updates that are available for the UNIT.
It is only available for PC as freeware and does not modify your systems registry.
*** WARNING: THIS HEX FILE WILL ONLY WORK WITH PRE-ENCRYPTED UNITS ***
To perform a firmware update on a PC 1. POWER UP THE UNIT
2. Plug in the UNIT into a USB port on the PC
3. Open the XLoader folder
4. Double click on XLoader.exe
6. Select where the UNITs firmware HEX file is using the ‘Hex File’ browse button.
7. Select the ‘device’ which should be either a Mega(ATMEGA2560) or a Uno
8. Select the appropriate ‘COM port’
9. Set the Baud rate to 115200
10. press ‘Upload’

After the ‘Upload’ is complete the UNIT will reboot and start normally.

To perform a firmware update on a MAC –
You will need to go to http://bazcontrollers.com/utilities/ and download the ' MacHexUploader' folder.
1. DOWNLOAD the Arduino IDE software from https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/MacOSX
This software will not be used for the installation but it comes with some other
utilities that we will be using.
2. Install this package from the download folder
*This can be deleted once the firmware has been updated
3. Ensure the ‘Arduino App’ is installed in the Applications folder. DO NOT run it.
4. Open the MacHexUploader.app downloaded earlier
5. Set the Arduino type to Uno – ATmega 328p or ATmega2560
6. Set the Serial port to usbmodem
7. Set the Baud Rate to 115200
8. Plug the UNIT into a USB port on the MAC
9. POWER UP THE UNIT
10. Press ‘Upload a Hex File’
This will open up a finder window.
11. Navigate to the location where the new UNITs firmware was downloaded to
12. Double click on the required firmware file
The screen will display the upload progress and then verify the data

After the ‘Upload’ is complete the UNIT will reboot and start normally.

As an example for the MAC OS Firmware upload please see this video https://youtu.be/iwviAIftvHM

Note for GVG2ATEM users :
there are 2 files that are needed to be uploaded.
The first file is a configuration file specific to the firmware version.
It is titled 'GVG110_config_uploader_2.01' (or later version). Upload this file first.
While uploading all the GVG panel LEDs will flash and the digits on the display will count up.
After the digits stop counting wait about 10 seconds and upload the main controller software.
It is titled 'GVG110_ATEM_controller_2.01a' (or later version).
This upload will take approximately 1 minute.

BazController models and controller types :
TYPE
1. Grass Valley GVG
2. Event Logger
3. Event Logger 2
4. RMC ATEM controller
5. PTZ Interface
6. PTZ ATEM controller
7. ATEM PTZ controller
8. ATEM CCU embedder
9. ATEM Toolkit
10. ATEM CCU controller
11. ATEM Lens Controller
12. ATEM Tally
13. Hyperdeck Emulator
14. 4xCCU Master controller

CODE
GVG2ATEM
Event Logger
Event Logger 2
RMC2ATEM
PTZ (IF) Interface
PTZ2ATEM
ATEM2PTZ
ATEM2CCU
ATEM Toolkit
4xbasic CCU
ATEM2LENS
ATEM2Tally
ATEM2DECK
4xCCUMASTER

CONTROLLER
Mega2560
Mega2560
Mega2560
Mega2560
Uno
Uno
Uno
Uno
Mega2560
Mega2560
Uno
Mega2560
Uno
Mega2560

All registered users of the 4xCCU MASTER CONTROLLER will receive automated emails with new documents and
software updates as they occur.
Baz
bazleffler@bazcontrollers.com

